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JOIN US FOR A HEALTHCARE-FOCUSED WEB
SEMINAR ON MAY 21
This webinar will focus on how ScanSource can help
you serve the healthcare industry. We’ll talk about
medical-use scenarios featuring products related to
barcode, POS, payments, UC/collaboration, security,
networking, cloud services, and more.
REGISTER TODAY

CONNECTING THE HEALTHCARE FRONT LINES
New caregiver challenges like remote triage and virtual
consults still require HIPAA compliance—and cloudbased video conferencing can help. Avaya is offering
free 60-day Avaya Spaces licenses to help maintain
caregiver/patient connections.
HERE TO HELP

TECHNOLOGY FOR A GROWING HEALTHCARE
CRISIS
As care systems worldwide struggle with surging
patient loads, officials are working to up patient
capacity wherever possible. Read about care-facility
challenges and the tech needed to meet rising
demands, protect assets, combat infections, and
more.
LEARN MORE

SOLUTIONS TO SECURE QUALITY HEALTHCARE
Security and communications solutions can directly
support caregiving. Among other things, they enable
surgeon-control room communications during
operations, provide instant emergency signaling for
employees dealing with fall-risk patients, and more.
LEARN MORE

CONNECTING FAMILIES: MORE THAN VIDEO
What if you could use collaboration technology to visit
your loved ones during a global pandemic? Cisco
collaboration is not just for running a business—it
connects families during a crisis.
SEE HOW CISCO WEBEX IS KEEPING
FAMILIES CONNECTED

WHEN DISINFECTING IS NOT ENOUGH
Customers, employees, and patients alike need to be
protected from germs—in every environment. Put down
the wipes and learn how your hand-held should be built
to protect with antimicrobial features.
PROTECT NOW

MANAGE YOUR HOSPITAL, NOT YOUR PRINTER
While more healthcare processes become digitized,
printed content is likely to remain—especially in
healthcare documentation. One example: patient ID
bracelets. Read more about how networked printers
can support healthcare security.
SUPPORT HEALTHCARE
SECURITY

REMOTE PATIENT MONITORING AND
OBSERVATION
Offering real-time video and audio capabilities for
heightened patient and provider safety, solutions such
as a camera package combined with a monitoring
workstation can support the observation of multiple
patients at once from a remote, secure location.
STAY SAFE

HONEYWELL HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS FOR
TODAY'S EVOLVING NEEDS
Now more than ever, Honeywell recognizes that its
healthcare products must be designed to withstand
the regular cleaning protocols required to address the
healthcare industry’s infection- and disease-control
needs.
THE RIGHT TOOLS TO KEEP YOU
SAFE

PROVIDING CRITICAL FLEXIBILITY AND
DEPENDABILITY IN HEALTHCARE DEVICES
Whether needed for legacy-system enhancement or a
platform upgrade, Jabra can provide headsets and
speakerphones that improve calls and collaboration.
From first-line responders to virtual healthcare
practitioners and more, Jabra supports caregiver
needs.
SUPPORT CRITICAL HEALTHCARE NEEDS

DELIVERING EXCEPTIONAL PATIENT
EXPERIENCES
In addition to offering traditional security and
monitoring functions, Milestone Systems’ openplatform video management system can deliver
unique services to radiology and cardiology units,
behavioral health clinics, perinatal care units, and
more.
FIND OUT HOW!

MIVOICE CONNECT—JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR
ORDERED
Want to learn more about the ways Mitel is enhancing
connectivity and productivity in the healthcare market?
Check out this current case study that outlines how
Mitel stepped in to help Kids Plus Pediatrics upgrade its
telephony system.
LEARN MORE ABOUT MIVOICE CONNECT

EMPOWERING HEALTHCARE WORKERS IN A
CRISIS
As COVID-19 strains healthcare systems globally,
hospitals have needed to quickly adapt and expand
capabilities. Now more than ever, clinical
communication and collaboration are key—and
smartphones are supporting caregiver success.
EMPOWER HEALTHCARE
WORKERS

WHEN CLEAN HANDS—AND CLEAN DEVICES—
ARE KEY
Thorough disinfection of mobile computers, tablets,
printers, scanners, and other devices is critical to
infection control in workplaces and public spaces—but
there is a right and wrong way to do it.
FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES

MONITOR YOUR POWER
SUPPLIES FROM ANYWHERE
WITH THE SECURITRON AQL
NETLINK.

REDUCE THE SPREAD OF
GERMS WITH THE MEDICAL
GUARDIANT SHIELD.

PRECISE MOBILE PRINTING FOR
AN INDUSTRY WHERE
ACCURACY IS CRITICAL.

INFECTION-CONTROL
PROTOCOLS MEET THE FUTURE
OF DATA CAPTURE.

EXPAND YOUR ECW EMR
FAXING CAPACITY WITH THE
BROOKTROUT SR140.

POWERING THE
TRANSFORMATION OF
HEALTHCARE

PROTECT PATIENTS AND STAFF
WITH OPTICON’S
DISINFECTANT-READY
PRODUCTS.

SIGN UP FOR FASTLANE

CLICK THE LOGOS BELOW TO FIND OUT HOW THESE SUPPLIERS ALSO
CONTRIBUTE TO THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY:
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